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Statement of Purpose: Sustained delivery of therapeutic 
genes from 3-D scaffolds and subsequent gene expression 
triggering regeneration of damaged tissues is a tissue 
engineering strategy gaining widespread attention. 
Nanostructured calcium phosphates (NanoCaPs) are 
biocompatible and safe gene carriers, and their efficient 
transfection in vitro has rendered them attractive 
compared to other immunogenic viral- or cytotoxic lipid-
based vectors. However, NanoCaPs typically exhibit 
variable transfection and a short shelf life due to particle 
aggregation. A viable solution to this problem is the 
immobilization of the NanoCaPs in 3-D polymeric 
scaffolds. In this study, polysaccharide based alginate 
(AA) hydrogels were utilized as an ideal model system 
due to its simple gelation mechanism and aqueous 
preparation procedures compatible with NanoCaPs and 
plasmid DNA (pDNA). For the first time, an automated 
robotic multi-dispenser was employed for the high 
throughput fabrication of a wide array of sample 
formulations following which the most optimal gene 
delivery systems (GDS) comprised of NanoCaPs 
embedded into AA were identified via a high throughput 
screening process. 
Methods: GDS composed of AA and NanoCaPs were 
synthesized and evaluated. Fibronectin (FN) was also 
incorporated to improve the cell attachment properties of 
AA, known to be biocompatible and bioinert. By varying 
the AA and FN concentration, a grand total of 2496 
samples were synthesized for various assay evaluations 
over pre-determined time points. 20 �l of NanoCaPs-
pDNA complexes containing 0.6 �g of luciferase reporter 
gene were transferred into 96-well microplates. 30 �l of 
AA, with or without FN, were transferred directly into 
each well allowing the samples to gel upon crosslinking 
with Ca2+ of the NanoCaPs. Samples consisting of 0.06, 
0.3, 0.6, 1.8, 3.0, 4.5, and 6.0 mg/ml of AA were 
fabricated, and the concentrations of FN varied from 0, 
10, to 50 �g/ml. 
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to 
examine the microstructure and morphology of the AA-
based GDS, and energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDAX) 
was used to verify the presence of NanoCaPs within the 
GDS. DAPI staining was utilized to observe the 
distribution of NanoCaPs-pDNA in AA hydrogels. 
AlamarBlue assay was used to measure the extent of cell 
proliferation. Both optical and fluorescent microscopy 
was used to observe the effect of FN incorporation. 
Transfection was quantified using Bright-Glo luciferase 
assay for high throughput processing. 

Results: In the absence of FN, SEM images depicted 
spherical clusters of NanoCaPs-pDNA complexes 
residing both on and inside the AA hydrogels. In the 
presence of FN, however, the composite exhibited AA 
containing interwoven networks of FN tethered with 
spherical NanoCaPs-pDNA complexes, verified by 
EDAX (Fig. 1). Fluorescent images of DAPI staining of 
NanoCaPs-pDNA complexes alone as well as AA 
hydrogels containing NanoCaPs-pDNA complexes 
showed that AA helped to immobilize the complexes and 
substantially reduce the particle aggregation.

Fig 1. GDS composed of AA, FN, and NanoCaPs-pDNA complexes. 

Proliferation of 293 cells in the presence of AA hydrogels 
with or without FN showed them to be suitable as GDS 
causing no adverse effects to diminish cell proliferation. 
Both bright field and GFP fluorescent images showed 
that the incorporation of 20 �g/ml FN into AA improved 
cell attachments on the AA hydrogels allowing the cells 
to spread more uniformly within the culture well. Bright-
Glo luciferase assay revealed the optimal AA 
concentrations to be between 1.8 mg/ml and 3.0 mg/ml. 
Furthermore, the incorporation of 10 �g/ml of FN 
prolonged the shelf life of the NanoCaPs-pDNA 
complexes resulting in transfection levels on the order of 
109 RLU/mg protein for up to 3 weeks. 
Conclusion: Overall, AA hydrogels incorporated with 
FN are ideal composites that can be tailored to form an 
efficient GDS. AA and FN effectively immobilized the 
NanoCaPs-pDNA complexes and reduced their particle 
aggregation. Excellent cell proliferation was also 
observed, and the incorporation of FN resulted in 
improved cell attachment. Most importantly, optimized 
transfection levels were achieved after 3 weeks of storage, 
dramatically extending the shelf life of NanoCaPs.


